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Abstract 
Response Sensitivity relates structural behav~our, appropriated by response functionals, 
to design parameters It is associated with the rate of change of structural response 
measures, llke displacement, stress, stram etc, with respect to a set of control or design 
parameters Sensitivity Analysis has evolved as a major area of research in Structural 
Engineering, where the priority u on the development of computationally efficient and 
accurate techmques of response derivative evaluation Deduction of competent algonthms 
and their implementation mto fimte element codes as well as search for improved accuracy 
IS still a challenging task and an active area of research 
The fimte element method has been extensively used In the literature for computing sensi- 
tivities adopting Analytzcal, Semz-Analytzcal, Fznzte Dzflerence approaches, to name a 
few The commonly used fimte elements are based on displacement models, derived from 
the Pnnclple of Mmmurn Potential Energy and Principle of Vlrtual Work However, the 
superiority of the hybr~d h t e  elements over the dsplacement based elements, particularly 
in the evaluation of more accurate stresses has been demonstrated in the hterature Hence, 
in keeping wth  this perspective, an attempt is made to adopt the hybnd finlte elements 
in order to compute unproved sensitivities 
The Hybnd Fznzte Element Method, based on the Helhger Re~ssner Variational Princi- 
ple, is well researched in Stress Analysis Originally formulated by Theodore H H Plan m 
1964, hybrid elements have been found to be rel~able w ~ t h  improved accuracy and computa- 
t~onal efficiency The use of multl-field variables in element formulat~ons led to better fimte 
elements mth  improved convergence behaviour, better stress prehctlon and avoidance of 
lochng phenomena 
In t h s  work, three types of hybnd fimte elements have been used for deriving analytical 
sensitivity expressions, based on the moddied Hellinger Remner Principles In particular, 
the m a n  contributions made in the them are as follows 
- Formulation and development of algonthms for computation of Analytical Sensltlvity 
using Hybr~d fimte elements for two-dmensional elastostatics 
- Implementation of the algorithm using symbollc algebra (partially) and apphcation 
of the same to the computation of Shape and Smng Sensitivity Derivatives wrth 
~llustrations and verdication, 
- Development of algorithm for Sem-Analytical techmques of Sensitivity Analysls us- 
ing Hybrid h t e  elements, implementation of the same to the evaluation of Shape 
and Sizing Derivatives and illustrations to problems of linear, two dmens~onal elas- 
ticity 
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- Comparison of response derivatives born Analytical and Serm-Analytical approaches, 
for both shape and sizing variables, with those obtained from Fimte Difference Meth- 
ods of Sensitivity Computation, evaluation of relative performances of vanous hybrid 
elements as compared to displacement based models in sens~tivity computation 
The sensit~vity codes have been written in Fortran 77, in IBM340 environment Finally, a 
few related topics for further extension of t h s  work have been included in the thesis 
